Friday, October 7

5:00 pm-6:00 pm Gailor Auditorium Keynote Address

“Feminist-Confucian: Not (after all) an Oxymoron?”
Professor Michael Nylan
University of California, Berkeley

Dinner 7:00 pm Dinner with meeting participants

Saturday, October 8

9 am-10:30 am Panel 1: Carnegie 201

A. “Back to Confucius: Rethinking Graded Love in Early Chinese Ethics”
   Tu Xiaofei, Philosophy and Religion, Appalachian State University

B. “Smoke and Mirrors: Sima Qian’s Distorted Presentation of Han-Xiongnu Relations”
   Jonathan Markley, History, California State University, Fullerton

C. “Locating Mañjuśrī at the Early-Tang Mt. Wutai”
   Wei-Cheng Lin, Art History, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Coffee Break 10:30 am-10:45 am

10:45 am-12:15 pm Panel 2: Carnegie 201

A. “Hermeneutics of Omens: Correlative Cosmology and Factional Struggles in the Western Han Dynasty”
   Liang Cai, History, University of Arkansas

B. “A Philosophical Lexicon for the Zonghengjia 縱横家”
   Daniel Coyle, Philosophy and Religion, Birmingham-Southern College

C. “Paintings of the Thousand-armed Mañjuśrī at Dunhuang”
   Michelle C. Wang, Art History, Georgetown University

Lunch Break: 12:15-2:00 McClurg Dining Hall

2:00 pm-3:30 pm Panel 3: Carnegie 201

A. The Ill-Timed Rise of the Cult of Wei Huacun: Wu Zhao and Lady Wei of the Southern Marchmount
   Harry Rothschild, History, University of North Florida
B. “Understanding the Heart-Mind Within the Heart-Mind”
   Steven Geisz, Philosophy, The University of Tampa

C. “The Chan Master as a Miracle Worker”
   Mario Poceski, Religion, University of Florida

Coffee Break 3:30-45 pm

3:45-4:45 Panel 4 Carnegie 201

A. “The Northern Headquarters Army and the Liu-Song Regime”
   Andrew Chittick, East Asian Humanities and History, Eckerd College

B. “The "Wáng Fū Shí" 望夫石 Theme in East Asian Historical Legend”
   Eric Henry, Asian Studies, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Break 4:45 pm-6:30 pm

SEECR Business Meeting 4:45 Rebel’s Rest
   Chair of SEECR is Keith Knapp, Professor of History at The Citadel

Dinner 6:30 pm dinner with meeting participants

Sunday, October 9

9:00 am-10:00 am Panel 6: Carnegie 201

A. “How to be an Exemplary Official: Didactic Life Narrative in Jinshu”
   Matt Wells, Chinese, University of Kentucky

B. “A Genealogical Study of De: Poetical Correspondence of Sky, Earth, and Human”
   Huaiyu Wang, Philosophy, Georgia College & State University

10:15 am-11:15 Panel 7: Carnegie 201

A. "Fragmented Masters Texts in the First Imperial Library Catalog”
   Paul Fischer, Philosophy and Religion, Western Kentucky University

B. “Beings in the Early Chinese Virtuous Rule of Benefaction”
   Steve Eskildsen, Philosophy and Religion, University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

Box Lunch and Departure: 11:15